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Details: Five Sexual Positions - Volume 1 Adult Bedtime Stories Five women. Five unique sexual

encounters. Five Sexual Positions takes you on an erotic audio adventure to guilt, shame, pain and above

all, intense pleasure. Set in a swirling storm of flesh and sweat, Five Sexual Positions explores that

private place deep inside the female psyche and seeks to answer a single burning question -- What is she

thinking? STORIES: 1) Through A Window, Not My Own Did the two uninhibited lovers leave their

curtains open accidentally? 2) The Place Where We Meet A deeply guarded woman bares her soul in a

private chat room. 3) Secret Sharers Two close friends discover they share the same intimate secret. 4)

Outside the Bell Curve For one woman, average just won't do. 5 ) The Creative Geometry of the Sea A

normally decisive business woman can't choose between two handsome men. Maybe she doesn't have

to. Steffen Andrews (Writer / Producer) Steffen Andrews has worked as a low-level undercover operative,

classical ballet dancer, medical researcher and modestly successful entrepreneur. Five Sexual Position

was written during a difficult period in his life. Says Andrews, "At the time I wrote Five Sexual Positions, I

was trapped in an unhappy marriage. All I could do was imagine and fantasize about the sexuality and

sex lives of other women." Steffen is now happily single and lives in Denver, Colorado. Kage Gatsby

(Narrator) Kage is a talented singer, songwriter and composer. She is a graduate of the Northern

Colorado University with a degree in operatic voice. Kage lives in New York City and most recently

performed at the storied lower east side club, CBGB's. Kage and Steffen met quite by chance in a Denver

coffee house where she was working. A witty, off-hand remark in a perfect Irish brogue was all it took to

make Andrews realize that the orange-haired girl behind the counter had more to offer than just a foamy

medium skim vanilla latte. What originally was a voice-over job turned into an intense collaboration with

Kage serving as Steffen's confidant, editor, and finally, muse.
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